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CALL FOR PAPERS
The 6th Korea-Japan Joint Workshop on Complex Communication Sciences will be held at Jozankei, Hokkaido, Japan, January 8-10, 2018. This workshop is organized by “Complex Communication Sciences (CCS), IEICE”, “Information Network Science (NetSci), IEICE”, “Complex Communication Sciences (CCS), KMMS”, and “Korea Multimedia Society (KMMS)”. The objective of the workshop is to provide a forum for exchange of latest or preliminary results related to complex communication sciences and information network sciences. Papers describing original works in all aspects of complex communication sciences are invited. The technical program will cover (but not limited to) the following topics.

TOPICS
1. Theory of Communication Systems
2. Distributed Networks and Algorithms
3. Aspects of Power or Energy as Basis for Communication Systems
4. Boundary Between Power Electronics and Communication Systems
5. Problems in Actual Systems and Empirical Approaches Related to Above Four Research Areas
6. Neural and Biological Systems Based on Knowledge and Technique of Communication Systems
7. Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Theory and Modeling
8. Nonlinearity Observed in Research Fields of Radar and Tomography Measurements
9. Boundary Between Nonlinear Devices and Communication Systems
10. Multimedia Information Processing and Systems
11. Multimedia Contents and IT Convergence

Co-Organizers
Complex Communication Sciences (CCS), IEICE
Information Network Science (NetSci), IEICE
Complex Communication Sciences (CCS), KMMS
Korea Multimedia Society (KMMS)

PAPER SUBMISSION
Authors are invited to submit 1-page summary (or abstract) in PDF format. Only electronic submissions will be accepted. The presentation type (oral or poster) will be announced in the decision notification for the summary submission. Corresponding authors of accepted papers will be requested to submit a final paper (maximum 4 pages) for the workshop proceedings. Also, slide files are acceptable as a final paper.

Detailed paper submission guidelines will be announced on the website:
http://www.ieice.org/nolta/ccs/kjccs2018/

If you have any questions, please contact to the following email address:
Email: ccs-kj2018@mail.ieice.org (for Japan)
kmmns@kmms.or.kr (for Korea)

For more information, please visit the website:
http://www.ieice.org/nolta/ccs/kjccs2018/

Longer or extended version of the papers that have been presented at the workshop will be welcomed to be submitted to either of a special section of Journal of Multimedia Information System (JMIS), scheduled to appear in the November 2018 issue, or a special section of Nonlinear Theory and Its Applications, IEICE, scheduled to appear in the January 2019 issue. In particular, award-winning presentations will be nominated for suitable submissions for the special section by the General Chair of the workshop.